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you know, i get that nbc didnt think this would be a good idea, and
the network was probably right. but come on, this is a roast of a man
who is so unlikeable it is hard to believe this isnt a satirical take on
trump. it appears to be more like a roast of a reality star who is so
unlikeable it is hard to believe this isnt a satirical take on trump.
theres a lot of dead-eyed, trigger-happy interviews, but there is
some weirdly topical humor in the mix, such as hannibal lector and
john malkovich roasting donald trump and oprah winfrey giving a
speech on the black lives matter movement. it's an easy roast. if
you've ever seen the roast show on tv, you know what to expect. the
only real "surprises" are the people who appear, and none of them
are even remotely surprising. there's a strange and uncomfortable
moment when donald trump sits down with oprah winfrey, and not
because the two have so little in common (although they have a lot
less in common than people think). its one of the few laughs in a
sometimes pretty dour roast. which raises the question: why did nbc
go ahead and put it on? my theory is that nbc executives figured
trump would be a good target for the roast, but they werent 100%
sure. but they never thought he would actually show up. and thats a
mistake because, even as a roast, this thing isnt very funny. like a
roast, it paints a picture of donald trump, but its not a flattering
picture. and that meant getting president donald trump on the
roasters christmas card. while most of the roasters were already set
in their routines for the night, spade knew that the president was
sensitive to the possibility of being on the roast, especially
considering how the previous year ended. so, with the help of the
rest of the roasters, spade created a roast that would stay on
message, but also be funny enough to avoid a possible shut down.

Comedy Central Roast Donald Trump
Subtitulado

The title of the roasting was The Roast of Donald Trump. All were
brought out to the stage one by one and Trump was the last to be

roasted. Ive met Donald Trump twice and while I can respect
someone who s successful, I cant help but not like him, one of the
comedians said. As a liberal, I always feel like I wish I could have a

beer with Donald Trump. Id be like, Hey Donald, real quick, you have
to admit, you dont really like anyone, right? and he would say, No,
really, I s like everyone. Laughter from the crowd. One joked, Youre
like a cat, you hate everything, you like everything. Just being cool.
Donald, whats up with those weird lights? The host then asked, Will
he ever have a baby? A large flash went off and the stage filled with
pink light. The audience laughed and Trump smiled, admitting hes
on an antidepressant. According to the real-life Trumps longtime

lawyer and longtime bookie Michael Cohen, hes not on any meds. I
think his advisers want to have kids or Im not sure what it is, the
comedian said. Im curious, Im an old guy, whats happening in his
20s? What would you like to take a swing at? That was the main

question on the minds of the comedians at the taping of the 2016
Comedy Central Roast of Donald Trump. Yes, thats Donald Trump
the billionaire who built a real estate empire, but thats also a real
guy, said one. Because thats the thing, are we sitting here, at a TV
show, insulting the person who has the most powerful platform in

the world, others said. Im actually here, the blonde one added,
purposely because I m afraid if Im home, I ll go to jail for punching a
wall. It wasnt just Donalds celebrity which brought them to the roast,
its his audaciousness. Thats what makes this all so fun to watch and

laugh at, comedian Paul Brittain said. Yes, this is a roast and yes,
were on a stage but its, quite clearly, the most deadly roast of all

time. Because he believes theres a conspiracy against him.
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